1. Introduction {#sec1-ijms-21-00584}
===============

Cell adhering to one another or their extracellular matrix under hydrodynamic flow is a crucial issue in many basic physiological and pathological processes, such as immune response \[[@B1-ijms-21-00584],[@B2-ijms-21-00584]\], tumor metastasis \[[@B3-ijms-21-00584]\], and targeted delivery of therapeutics to tissues \[[@B4-ijms-21-00584]\]. For example, in leukocyte extravasation, the circulating leukocytes are recruited to the damaged or inflamed tissues with blood flow. In this case, the successful arrest and attachment of rolling leukocytes to vascular endothelium require interaction between membrane receptors and their ligands on the endothelial surface to sufficiently withstand the applied force from blood flow. Referring to this ability of specific recognition of rolling leukocytes, artificial nanocarriers with adhesive properties of leukocytes can be treated as potential platforms for targeted drug delivery in blood circulation \[[@B5-ijms-21-00584]\]. Therefore, fully understanding the rolling adhesion of cells in a fluid environment will contribute greatly to fundamental biological processes and biomedical applications.

Cell adhesion is essentially mediated by the binding of receptors and ligand molecules. In principle, the formation and dissociation of receptor-ligand bonds are reversible and involve stochastic chemical reactions. Particularly, for traditional receptor-ligand bonds (slip bonds), the lifetime decreases with tensile force applied to the bond \[[@B6-ijms-21-00584]\]. To explain the mechanism of this bond dissociation process under loading force, the theoretical framework describing the kinetic reactions between receptors and ligands was initially established by Bell \[[@B7-ijms-21-00584],[@B8-ijms-21-00584]\]. Nevertheless, there is a counterintuitive observation that one type of bonds (so-called catch bonds) can live longer at higher tensile force \[[@B9-ijms-21-00584],[@B10-ijms-21-00584]\]. Subsequently, two-pathway models of catch bond have been proposed to describe the kinetic reaction of catch-bond dissociation \[[@B11-ijms-21-00584],[@B12-ijms-21-00584],[@B13-ijms-21-00584]\]. In addition to the chemical reactions of receptor--ligand bonds, the effect of other physical and mechanical factors, such as loading condition \[[@B14-ijms-21-00584],[@B15-ijms-21-00584],[@B16-ijms-21-00584],[@B17-ijms-21-00584]\], deformation of substrate \[[@B18-ijms-21-00584],[@B19-ijms-21-00584],[@B20-ijms-21-00584],[@B21-ijms-21-00584],[@B22-ijms-21-00584],[@B23-ijms-21-00584],[@B24-ijms-21-00584],[@B25-ijms-21-00584]\], membrane fluctuation \[[@B26-ijms-21-00584],[@B27-ijms-21-00584],[@B28-ijms-21-00584],[@B29-ijms-21-00584]\], multiple bonds \[[@B30-ijms-21-00584],[@B31-ijms-21-00584]\], cluster size \[[@B32-ijms-21-00584]\], and cytoskeletal contraction \[[@B33-ijms-21-00584],[@B34-ijms-21-00584]\] on cell or membrane adhesion have been discussed extensively. However, these studies focus on the occurrence of adhesion in a relatively quiescent environment.

Although plenty of experimental and theoretical efforts \[[@B35-ijms-21-00584],[@B36-ijms-21-00584],[@B37-ijms-21-00584],[@B38-ijms-21-00584],[@B39-ijms-21-00584],[@B40-ijms-21-00584],[@B41-ijms-21-00584],[@B42-ijms-21-00584],[@B43-ijms-21-00584],[@B44-ijms-21-00584],[@B45-ijms-21-00584]\] have been conducted to elucidate the kinetic and stochastic behaviors of rolling adhesion via slip bonds in response to stimuli from shear flow, relatively few studies have investigated catch-bond-mediated adhesion dynamics under shear flow. The adhesion of leukocytes through selectin--ligand bond (a typical kind of catch bond) has been experimentally proposed to exhibit the shear threshold effect, in which increasing levels of shear rate stabilize leukocyte rolling under flow until the threshold of shear rate \[[@B9-ijms-21-00584],[@B46-ijms-21-00584],[@B47-ijms-21-00584],[@B48-ijms-21-00584]\]. A number of adhesive dynamics simulations \[[@B49-ijms-21-00584],[@B50-ijms-21-00584],[@B51-ijms-21-00584]\] have suggested that the catch behavior of bonds may result in this shear threshold phenomenon. However, this suggestion was not directly confirmed. A theoretical model that can extract the dynamics of cell rolling along substrate via catch bonds in shear flow and examine the mechanical mechanism underlying such shear threshold phenomenon is needed. In the present paper, we extend our previous adhesion model to establish a mechanical description based on energy conservation in cell adhesion by taking into account the stochastic reaction of catch bonds as well as hydrodynamic impact from shear flow.

2. Theoretical Model {#sec2-ijms-21-00584}
====================

[Figure 1](#ijms-21-00584-f001){ref-type="fig"} schematically illustrates a rolling cell in adhesive interaction with an elastic substrate via catch-bond cluster under laminar flow of shear rate $\gamma$. To describe the problem conveniently, we treat the cell as a rigid circular cylinder of radius *R* (two-dimensional problem). Parameters *a* and *b* represent the distances from the right and left contact edges to the apex of contact, respectively. The catch bonds are represented by thermalized harmonic springs with elastic stiffness $k_{LR}$ and rest length $l_{b}$. The flow shear stress imposes a propulsive force *F* and a driving torque *M* to the rolling cell. The cell is then dragged by the tether to substrate through bonds due to trailing edge separation.

2.1. Lifetime of Catch Bonds {#sec2dot1-ijms-21-00584}
----------------------------

We first consider the adhesion of cell and substrate under interface separation to examine the lifetime of catch bonds near the trailing edge. Hence, the stochastic process of the adhesion cluster of catch bond can be assumed as a Markov process, as governed by the master equation \[[@B52-ijms-21-00584]\]:$$\frac{dp_{n}}{dt} = \left( {n + 1} \right)k_{off}p_{n + 1} + \left\lbrack {N_{t} - \left( {n - 1} \right)} \right\rbrack k_{on}p_{n - 1} - \left\lbrack {nk_{off} + \left( {N_{t} - n} \right)k_{on}} \right\rbrack p_{n},$$ where $p_{n}$ is the probability that *n* bonds are closed at time *t*. The total number of bonds near the trailing edge is denoted as $N_{t}$. Considering the dissociation process of a single catch bond as a Brownian virtual particle escaping out of the potential well via two alternative pathways, as shown in [Figure 2](#ijms-21-00584-f002){ref-type="fig"}, Evans et al. \[[@B11-ijms-21-00584]\] proposed a two-pathway model to determine the dissociation rate of a catch bond by $$k_{off} = \frac{\mathsf{\Phi}_{0}k^{c} + \exp\left( {f/f_{cs}} \right)\left\lbrack {k^{s}\exp\left( {f/f_{\mathsf{\beta}}} \right)} \right\rbrack}{\mathsf{\Phi}_{0} + \exp\left( {f/f_{cs}} \right)},$$ where *k*^c^ and *k*^s^ are the spontaneous dissociation rates in the absence of a loading force *f* through the catch and slip pathways, respectively; and $f_{\mathsf{\beta}} \equiv {{k_{B}T}/{\mathsf{\Delta}x_{s}}}$ with the width from the bottom to the slip barrier of the potential well, $\mathsf{\Delta}x_{s}$, and $f_{cs} \equiv {{k_{B}T}/{\mathsf{\Delta}x_{cs}}}$ with the interval between two barriers, $\mathsf{\Delta}x_{cs}$, are the two characteristic force scales, respectively. In an unstressed condition, $\mathsf{\Phi}_{0} = \exp\left\lbrack {\left( {\mathsf{\Delta}E_{s} - \mathsf{\Delta}E_{c}} \right)/{k_{B}T}} \right\rbrack$ is the equilibrium constant between the two pathways by Boltzmann distribution with two related energy barriers, $\mathsf{\Delta}E_{s}$ and $\mathsf{\Delta}E_{c}$. For typical catch bonds, the catch barrier $\mathsf{\Delta}E_{c}$ is lower than the slip barrier $\mathsf{\Delta}E_{s}$. However, in the limit of $\mathsf{\Delta}E_{c} \gg \mathsf{\Delta}E_{s}$, Equation (2) can completely be reduced to the Bell rate that describes a slip bond breaking \[[@B7-ijms-21-00584],[@B8-ijms-21-00584]\], indicating the rupture of bond only through the slip pathway. Given the intersurface separation between cell and substrate, $\delta$, the loading force experienced by each closed catch bond, *f*, can also be expressed as $f = k_{LR}\left( {\delta - l_{b} - l_{bind}} \right)$. The related total force, $f_{t}$, has a form of $f_{t} = f{\sum_{n = 0}^{N_{t}}{np_{n}}}$. The sum term in the above equation is the average number of closed bonds.

In Equation (1), the association rate, $k_{on}$, of bonds can be given by \[[@B53-ijms-21-00584]\] $$k_{on} = \frac{k_{on}^{0}}{Z}\exp\left\lbrack {- \frac{k_{LR}\left( {\delta - l_{b} - l_{bind}} \right)^{2}}{2k_{B}T}} \right\rbrack$$ where $l_{bind}$ is the reaction radius around the binding site, $k_{on}^{0}$ is the spontaneous association rate, and the partition function *Z* can be determined by \[[@B19-ijms-21-00584]\] $$Z = \frac{1}{l_{bind}}\sqrt{\frac{\pi k_{B}T}{2k_{LR}}}\left\lbrack {{erf}\left( {\left( {\delta - l_{b}} \right)\sqrt{\frac{k_{LR}}{2k_{B}T}}} \right) + {erf}\left( {l_{b}\sqrt{\frac{k_{LR}}{2k_{B}T}}} \right)} \right\rbrack$$

With the error function, erf (·).

The lifetime of catch-bond cluster can be defined by an average timescale to reach rupture of all bonds, starting from a cluster consisting of $N_{t}$ bonds. Therefore, we consider such stochastic process of bond cluster as a transition state problem, as illustrated in [Figure 3](#ijms-21-00584-f003){ref-type="fig"}. We can then solve the master equation, Equation (1), by using conventional numerical methods under reflecting and absorbing boundary conditions at the states of $n = 0$ and $n = N_{t}$, respectively, as shown in [Figure 3](#ijms-21-00584-f003){ref-type="fig"}. Subsequently, on the basis of the concept of mean first passage time \[[@B54-ijms-21-00584]\], the probability density of lifetime of catch bonds, $P\left( t \right)$, evolving with time can be obtained by $$P\left( t \right) = - {\sum_{n = 0}^{N_{t} - 1}\frac{dp_{n}\left( t \right)}{dt}}$$

The mean lifetime, $\tau$, can hence be expressed by $$\tau = {\int_{0}^{\infty}{P\left( t \right)tdt}}.$$

After addressing the lifetime of catch-bond cluster near the trailing edge, the tether bonds inducing effective works of adhesion will be predicted in the following subsection.

2.2. Effective Works of Adhesion for Cell Adhesion {#sec2dot2-ijms-21-00584}
--------------------------------------------------

As the cell rolls along the surface of the substrate, the works of adhesion via bonds resist to its rolling and should be consumed by the shear flow. These works have significant relationships with the evolution of closed bonds. Specifically, with the rolling of the cell, the catch bonds would be initially formed near the leading edge, then maintain stochastic association and dissociation reactions within the contact region, and would be totally broken in the end during trailing edge separation.

After averaging the master equation (Equation (1)) over time \[[@B55-ijms-21-00584]\], the Bell equation \[[@B7-ijms-21-00584],[@B8-ijms-21-00584]\] governing the evolution of the average density of closed bond, $\xi$, can be yielded as $$\frac{d\xi}{dt} = k_{on}\xi_{all} - \left( {k_{on} + k_{off}} \right)\xi$$

With the density of total bonds, $\xi_{all}$.

When the cell surface approaches to the substrate in the vicinity outside the leading edge, the intersurface separation is assumed to evolve through $\delta\left( t \right) = \delta_{0} - \frac{a}{R}v_{c}t$. Here, $v_{c}$ denotes the linear speed of the cell center during rolling, and the initial separation between two approaching surfaces, $\delta_{0}$, meets $\delta_{0} \gg l_{b}$. Once the closed bond density near the leading edge, $\xi_{LD}\left( t \right)$, has been obtained by solving the governing equation, Equation (7), under initial condition, $\xi_{LD}\left( 0 \right){= 0}$, the adhesive traction, referring to the mean force per unit contacting area, can be given by $$\sigma_{LD}\left( t \right) = k_{LR}\xi_{LD}\left( t \right)\left( {\delta_{0} - \frac{a}{R}v_{c}t - l_{b} - l_{bind}} \right)$$

The last right bracket term stands for the deformation of each closed bond. By considering ${a/R} \approx 0.05$ \[[@B35-ijms-21-00584]\], the relevant advancing work of adhesion, $w_{a}$, can be determined by $$w_{a} \approx 0.05v_{c}{\int_{0}^{t_{s}}{\sigma_{LD}\left( t \right)dt}}$$

In Equation (9), $t_{s}$ represents the time that the intersurface separation starts from initial $\delta_{0}$ to the value at the leading edge. Considering the fact that the bonds are at their unstressed length in the contact region, we can obtain $t_{s} = {\left( {\delta_{0} - l_{b} - l_{bind}} \right)/\left( {0.05v_{c}} \right)}$.

During trailing edge separation with speed of $v_{c}{b/R}$ (in the normal direction), the elastic deformations of elongated bonds also contribute to the works of adhesion between cell and substrate. Taking $t = 0$ as the moment of time when cell and substrate surfaces near the trailing edge start to separate, the associated separation can be given as a function of time, $\delta\left( t \right) = l_{b} + l_{bind} + \frac{b}{R}v_{c}t$. Here, we assume ${b/R} \approx 0.05$. The closed bond density as a function of time near the trailing edge, $\xi_{TR}\left( t \right)$, can be obtained by solving the governing equation (Equation (7)) under the initial condition \[[@B35-ijms-21-00584]\]:$$\begin{array}{ll}
{\xi_{TR}\left( 0 \right) =} & {\xi_{{LD}|t = t_{s}} + \left( {\frac{k_{{{on}|}\delta = l_{b} + l_{bind}}\xi_{all}}{k_{{{on}|}\delta = l_{b} + l_{bind}} + k_{{{off}|}\delta = l_{b} + l_{bind}}} - \xi_{{LD}|t = t_{s}}} \right)} \\
 & {\times \left\{ {1 - \exp\left\lbrack {- \left( {k_{{{on}|}\delta = l_{b} + l_{bind}} + k_{{{off}|}\delta = l_{b} + l_{bind}}} \right){\left( {a + b} \right)/v_{c}}} \right\rbrack} \right\}} \\
\end{array}$$

Here, the initial value $\xi_{TR}\left( 0 \right)$ accounts for the evolution of closed bond density from the onset of the attachment near the leading edge to the start of the detachment at the trailing edge (see our previous work \[[@B35-ijms-21-00584]\] for details).

The adhesive force per unit area and the effective receding work of adhesion can be defined by $${\sigma_{TR}\left( t \right) \approx 0.05v_{c}tk_{LR}\xi_{TR}\left( t \right)}{~{and}~w_{r} \approx 0.05v_{c}{\int_{0}^{t_{c}}{\sigma_{TR}\left( t \right)dt}}}$$ where $t_{c}$ means the cutoff time when most (99.9999% considered here) bonds are broken. As the cell velocity, $v_{c}$, tends to zero, the association and dissociation reactions of bonds reach equilibrium in every moment, and hence there is $w_{r} = w_{a} = w^{QS}$ with the value, $w^{QS}$, in a quasi-static process.

The effective advancing and receding works of adhesion can be numerically calculated from Equations (9) and (11). On the basis of the calculated works of adhesion, the kinetics of cell rolling will be addressed by taking into account energy conservation in cell rolling.

2.3. Kinetics of Cell Rolling in Shear Flow {#sec2dot3-ijms-21-00584}
-------------------------------------------

According to the basic fluid mechanics \[[@B56-ijms-21-00584]\], the propulsive force and driving torque per unit thickness imposed on a stationary rigid cylinder are $4\pi\eta R\gamma$ and $2\pi\eta R^{2}\gamma$, respectively, with the viscosity of flow, $\eta$. Here, following our previous work \[[@B35-ijms-21-00584]\], we assume the hydrodynamic loadings exerted on a rolling cell as $${F\left( t \right) = 4\pi\eta R\left\lbrack {\gamma - {{v_{c}\left( t \right)}/R}} \right\rbrack}{~{and}~M\left( t \right) = 2\pi\eta R^{2}\left\lbrack {\gamma - {{v_{c}\left( t \right)}/R}} \right\rbrack}$$

The work done by the shear flow from time 0 to *t* can be readily expressed as $$U_{1}\left( t \right) = {\int_{0}^{t}{F\left( t \right)v_{c}\left( t \right)dt}} + {\int_{0}^{t}{M\left( t \right)\omega\left( t \right)dt}}$$ where $\omega\left( t \right) = {{v_{c}\left( t \right)}/R}$ is the angular velocity of rolling cell, as shown in [Figure 1](#ijms-21-00584-f001){ref-type="fig"}. Additionally, the kinetic energy of cell is expressed by $$U_{2}\left( t \right) = \frac{1}{2}J_{0}\omega^{2}\left( t \right)$$ where $J_{0} = {{3mR^{2}}/2}$ denotes the rotational inertia of the cell concerning the apex of contact and $m = \pi\rho R^{2}$ is the cell mass with its material density, $\rho$.

By considering the equilibrium conditions for such an adhesion system, the resistant torque caused by adhesion with the substrate can be expressed by \[[@B57-ijms-21-00584]\] $$M_{r}\left( t \right) = R\left\lbrack {w_{r}\left( t \right) - w_{a}\left( t \right)} \right\rbrack$$

The energy dissipation due to the hysteresis of cell adhesion can thus be given by $$U_{3}\left( t \right) = {\int_{0}^{t}{M_{r}\left( t \right)\omega\left( t \right)dt}}$$

According to energy conservation, a rolling cell with initial kinetic energy, $U_{2}\left( 0 \right)$, should have $$U_{1}\left( t \right) + U_{2}\left( 0 \right) = U_{2}\left( t \right) + U_{3}\left( t \right)$$

After substituting Equations (12--16) into Equation (17), taking the derivative with respect to time yields $$\frac{J_{0}}{R}\frac{dv_{c}\left( t \right)}{dt} = M\left( t \right) + F\left( t \right)R - \left\lbrack {w_{r}\left( t \right) - w_{a}\left( t \right)} \right\rbrack R$$

Equation (18) indeed describes the torque equilibrium of cell. The left term is the inertia moment. The right-hand side stands for the resultant torque applied on the cell. Inserting Equation (12) into Equation (18) by normalization manipulations gives the dynamic governing equation of cell rolling as $$\frac{d{\overline{v}}_{c}\left( \overline{t} \right)}{d\overline{t}} = 4\pi\left\lbrack {\overline{\gamma} - {\overline{v}}_{c}\left( \overline{t} \right)} \right\rbrack - \frac{2}{3}\left\lbrack {{\overline{w}}_{r}\left( \overline{t} \right) - {\overline{w}}_{a}\left( \overline{t} \right)} \right\rbrack$$

With ${\overline{v}}_{c}\left( \overline{t} \right) \equiv \frac{\eta v_{c}\left( t \right)}{w^{QS}}$, $\overline{t} \equiv \frac{\eta t}{m}$, $\overline{\gamma} \equiv \frac{\eta R}{w^{QS}}\gamma$, ${\overline{w}}_{r} \equiv \frac{w_{r}}{w^{QS}}$, and ${\overline{w}}_{a} \equiv \frac{w_{a}}{w^{QS}}$. For a given initial cell speed, this governing equation can be numerically solved by the classic Runge-Kutta method. Hereafter, we take the representative values of system parameters as shown in [Table 1](#ijms-21-00584-t001){ref-type="table"}.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3-ijms-21-00584}
=========================

3.1. Lifetime of Catch-Bond Cluster {#sec3dot1-ijms-21-00584}
-----------------------------------

To examine the catch-bond behavior, we begin by considering the relationship between lifetime of bond cluster and interfacial force during interface separation. [Figure 4](#ijms-21-00584-f004){ref-type="fig"} plots the predicted probability distribution of cluster lifetime as a function of time under different interfacial forces for catch and slip bonds. As time goes on, the probability distribution of lifetime increases first, then decreases, and finally tends to zero for both catch and slip bonds. Likewise, the relevant Monte Carlo simulations (see [Appendix A](#app1-ijms-21-00584){ref-type="app"}) are performed to validate the theoretical model. Comparison with our numerical results from Equation (5) shows excellent agreement (no fitting parameters).

The evolution of mean lifetime of bond clusters with the change of interfacial forces for catch and slip bonds is plotted in [Figure 5](#ijms-21-00584-f005){ref-type="fig"}. The mean lifetime of catch-bond cluster increases up to a maximum before decreasing with tensile force exerted on the bonds. This finding indicates that the catch bonds are initially strengthened by an increase in force. As expected, the mean lifetime of cluster monotonously decreases and eventually diminishes with respect to the force for slip bonds. However, although no catch behavior is observed at all for slip bonds, the slip bonds have much longer lifetime than that of catch bonds when the interfacial force is lower than 5 pN. As the slip barrier is stronger than the catch barrier, the slip bonds are more stable under low force. This distinction of force-dependent lifetime of single catch and slip bond is also observed in previous single-molecule force measurements \[[@B65-ijms-21-00584]\].

To understand the intrinsic mechanism resulting in these two different lifetimes between catch and slip bonds, [Figure 6](#ijms-21-00584-f006){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison of the dissociation rate between the two bonds as a function of the tensile force. There exists a critical tensile force corresponding to a minimum value of dissociation rate for catch bond. A single catch bond seems to maintain the most stable formation under this optimal tensile force. For a low tensile force, thermally induced escape of adhesion molecule from the weak catch barrier can easily make the catch bond break. If the tensile force is large, the force reducing the slip barrier height also destabilizes the catch bond, although the force simultaneously strengthens the catch barrier. Both low and large tensile forces result in short lifetime of catch bond. However, different from the catch bond, the dissociation rate of the slip bond monotonously increases as the tensile force increases owing to the gradually decreased slip barrier height by force, thereby leading to a force-reduced lifetime.

Once the force increasing the catch bonds' lifetime (a characteristic feature of catch bonds) has been investigated, the works of adhesion via bonds resisting to the cell motion in shear flow will be shown in the following.

3.2. Works of Adhesion {#sec3dot2-ijms-21-00584}
----------------------

In [Figure 7](#ijms-21-00584-f007){ref-type="fig"}, for a cell rolling along the substrate, we plot the variation of normalized closed bond density near the leading and trailing edges with the change of intersurface separation between the cell surface and substrate for different speeds of cell rolling. The closed bond density and adhesion traction show distinct dependences on the speed of cell rolling. During leading edge approach, the closed bond density monotonously increases as the change of separation decreases for $v_{c} = 1{~{and}~}10{~\mathsf{\mu}m}/s$. This is because of the domination of bond association in leading edge approach. However, in the limit of $\left. v_{c}\rightarrow 0 \right.$ (quasi-static condition) with decreasing change of separation, the closed bond density, $\xi_{LD}$, increases first, then reaches its maximum, and finally maintains within a relatively high range, as shown in [Figure 7](#ijms-21-00584-f007){ref-type="fig"}a. For the trailing edge separation, [Figure 7](#ijms-21-00584-f007){ref-type="fig"}b shows that the closed bond density first increases and then decreases to zero as the separation increases, implying a bond dissociation-induced fracture of cell-substrate interface.

In addition to closed bond density, [Figure 7](#ijms-21-00584-f007){ref-type="fig"} also shows the evolution of related adhesion traction with the change of intersurface separation occurring near the leading and trailing edges. A critical separation associated with a maximum value of adhesion traction for both leading approach and trailing separation processes can be seen. This is a result of the competition between bond deformation and closed bond density.

After integrating the obtained adhesion traction with respect to the change of intersurface separation, [Figure 8](#ijms-21-00584-f008){ref-type="fig"} shows the work of adhesion as a function of cell speed ranging from 0 μm/s to 1000 μm/s. As the cell speed increases, the advancing work of adhesion induced by leading edge approach, $w_{a}$, monotonously decreases from an initial value, $w^{QS}$, because there is not enough time for bond formation at the high speed of approaching. However, for the receding work of adhesion, $w_{r}$, [Figure 8](#ijms-21-00584-f008){ref-type="fig"} shows a maximum $w_{r}$ at a critical cell speed of $v^{\ast} \approx 7.5$ μm/s. This optimized work of adhesion can be explained by the competition between the stochastic reaction of molecular bonds and elongation of each closed bond. For a low cell speed, the stochastic reaction of molecular bonds dominates the evolution of closed bond density. Therefore, the closed bond under a large elongation cannot survive. When the cell speed is high, a small density of closed bond causes a low receding work of adhesion as there is not enough time to form bonds. The receding work of adhesion coupling closed bond density and bonds' elongation would reach a maximum value at a critical cell speed.

3.3. Kinetics and Shear Threshold of Cell Rolling {#sec3dot3-ijms-21-00584}
-------------------------------------------------

Once the advancing and receding works of adhesion have been calculated, as shown in [Figure 8](#ijms-21-00584-f008){ref-type="fig"}, the kinetics of cell rolling can be described on the basis of Equation (19). We consider the steady state of cell rolling in a shear flow by setting $d{\overline{v}}_{c}/d\overline{t} = 0$. Subsequently, [Figure 9](#ijms-21-00584-f009){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison between theoretical predictions and experimental results by Yago et al. \[[@B46-ijms-21-00584]\] for steady speed of a cell as a function of shear rate in the cell rolling process regulated by catch bonds. Two theoretically predicted critical shear rates for detachment and attachment can be seen for cell adhesion. Beyond the upper threshold, the shear flow keeps a cell rolling instead of firm adhesion states. Nevertheless, for the flow with a smaller shear rate than the lower threshold, such rolling adhesion of cell cannot happen. Particularly, with the shear rate ranging between these two critical shear rates, the cell is either at firm or at rolling adhesion that relies on the dynamic shear rate loading path of flow from initial zero shear rate (see [Appendix B](#app2-ijms-21-00584){ref-type="app"}). This predicted bistable behavior of cell adhesion in shear flow is consistent with the previous experimental observations on leukocyte, circulating tumor cell, and red blood cell adhesion in shear flow \[[@B40-ijms-21-00584],[@B45-ijms-21-00584],[@B66-ijms-21-00584],[@B67-ijms-21-00584]\]. Meanwhile, as the shear rate increases, the theoretically predicted steady cell speed is asymptotically close to the steady speed of cell free rolling, in which there is no adhesion between cell and substrate. This is because the faster the cell speed, the smaller the number of bonds formed during cell rolling.

Furthermore, [Figure 9](#ijms-21-00584-f009){ref-type="fig"} shows that the cell steady speed decreases as the shear rate increases from lower to upper thresholds, indicating the ability of cells to withstand high shear stress better than low shear stress. The cell rolling begins to speed up as long as the unceasingly increased shear rate is larger than the upper thresholds. Such flow-enhanced cell adhesion phenomenon has also been observed in experiments \[[@B46-ijms-21-00584],[@B67-ijms-21-00584],[@B68-ijms-21-00584],[@B69-ijms-21-00584]\], as shown in [Figure 9](#ijms-21-00584-f009){ref-type="fig"}. Here, we predict the upper threshold of shear rate for detachment as 99.2 s^−1^, which is close to the experimentally observed value range from 70 s^−1^ to 100 s^−1^ \[[@B46-ijms-21-00584]\]. The quantitative differences between theoretical predictions (2D) and experimental observations (3D) are attributed to the distinction in 2D and 3D situations of cell rolling adhesion, especially for large shear rate.

Additionally, [Figure 9](#ijms-21-00584-f009){ref-type="fig"} shows that the cell steady speed corresponding to the upper threshold of shear rate is 8 μm/s, which is close to $v^{\ast}$, a critical cell speed associated with a maximum receding work of adhesion, as shown in [Figure 8](#ijms-21-00584-f008){ref-type="fig"}. This result suggests that the flow-enhanced cell adhesion phenomenon can be explained by the maximum receding work of adhesion withstanding cell rolling. Nevertheless, extensive efforts have been made to treat the catch behavior of bond as the underlying mechanism of this flow-enhanced adhesion phenomenon \[[@B10-ijms-21-00584],[@B69-ijms-21-00584],[@B70-ijms-21-00584],[@B71-ijms-21-00584]\]. To identify whether the catch behavior of bond dominates the flow-enhanced cell adhesion phenomenon, we also plot the predicted variation of steady cell speed with the shear rate for slip-bond-mediated cell rolling adhesion, as shown in [Figure 8](#ijms-21-00584-f008){ref-type="fig"}. The slip-bond-mediated cell adhesion clearly shows a similar flow-enhanced cell adhesion phenomenon, even though the slip bond does not exhibit the catch behavior at all, as shown in [Figure 5](#ijms-21-00584-f005){ref-type="fig"}. This finding directly indicates that the shear threshold phenomenon of cell rolling is regulated by the energy competition rather than the catch behavior of bond.

4. Conclusions {#sec4-ijms-21-00584}
==============

We have developed a mechanical model integrating hydrodynamic impact and stochastic process of formation and dissociation of bonds to investigate the dynamics of catch-bond-mediated cell adhesion in shear flow. Through energy conservation, the kinetic equation governing cell rolling under shear flow is obtained. Results showed that the shear rate of flow significantly affects the steady speed of cell rolling. Irrespective of the catch bond behavior of force-increased lifetime, shear-flow-stabilized cell adhesion occurred, which can be explained by the dynamic competition between kinetics of receptor-ligand reactions and cell rolling. Two critical shear rates are also identified to define the distinct steady states of cell adhesion, including firm, rolling, and bistable adhesion. These findings not only help us understand the mechanical mechanism of catch-bond-mediated rolling adhesion of cells in response to hydrodynamic impact but also can be useful in designing targeted therapy in biomedical applications.
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The stochastic processes of adhesion bonds described in Equations (1) and (7) can also be numerically obtained through Monte Carlo simulations. In light of the first reaction method derived from the Gillespie algorithm \[[@B72-ijms-21-00584],[@B73-ijms-21-00584]\], the Monte Carlo simulations can be proposed using the following steps:

First, for each binding site, a set of independent random numbers, $\varsigma_{i}$, that are uniformly distributed over \[0, 1\] is generated. Then, the normalized reaction rate at each site is $\lambda_{i} = k_{off}/k_{on}^{0}$ for closed bonds and $\lambda_{i} = k_{on}/k_{on}^{0}$ for open bonds. The incremental reaction time can be defined as $dt = \frac{1}{k_{on}^{0}}\min\left\{ {- \ln\frac{\varsigma_{i}}{\lambda_{i}}} \right\}$. The reaction site inducing the incremental reaction time is recorded. The bond state at that site is changed from closed to open or from open to closed. Repeating the above procedure yields the evolution of closed bond density. The mean value of bond number or density can be determined by taking the average over 10,000 different simulation trajectories.

While calculating the evolution of closed bond density, as shown in [Figure 7](#ijms-21-00584-f007){ref-type="fig"}, we take the total number of reaction sites as 140 corresponding to the total bond density of $\xi_{all} = 140{~\mathsf{\mu}m}^{- 2}$.

###### 

Dependence of steady speed of cell, $v_{c}^{ST}$, on the shear rate loading history of flow. In the three types of loading cases above, the final steady shear rates of flow are the same and equal to 60.8 s^−1^. However, the corresponding steady speeds of cell are (**a**) 1.82, (**b**) 67.8, and (**c**) 136 μm/s.
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![Schematic of rolling adhesion of cell to substrate under shear flow.](ijms-21-00584-g001){#ijms-21-00584-f001}

![Schematic of conceptual energy landscape of two-pathway model \[[@B11-ijms-21-00584],[@B12-ijms-21-00584]\]. A Brownian virtual particle can either escape over the catch barrier or over the slip barrier, starting from the bottom of the potential well.](ijms-21-00584-g002){#ijms-21-00584-f002}

![Kinetic network describing the evolution of the number of closed bonds.](ijms-21-00584-g003){#ijms-21-00584-f003}

![Probability density of lifetime of (**a**) catch-bond and (**b**) slip-bond clusters as a function time for $N_{t} = 10$ and different interfacial forces (lines: theoretical predictions from Equation (5); symbols: Monte Carlo simulations).](ijms-21-00584-g004){#ijms-21-00584-f004}

![Mean lifetime of bond clusters as a function of interfacial force with $N_{t} = 10$ for (**a**) catch and (**b**) slip bonds. The theoretical results (solid curves) are in good agreement with the simulations (discrete symbols).](ijms-21-00584-g005){#ijms-21-00584-f005}

![Dissociation rate of catch (**black line**) and slip (**red cycles**) bonds versus tensile force. The red cycles represent the theoretically predicted results for slip bond from the Bell model \[[@B7-ijms-21-00584]\].](ijms-21-00584-g006){#ijms-21-00584-f006}

![Normalized closed bond density and adhesion traction as a function of the change of intersurface separation ($\mathsf{\Delta}\delta = \delta - l_{b} - l_{bind}$) for (**a**) leading edge approach and (**b**) trailing edge separation processes by taking into account the different speeds of cell rolling. Curves are theoretical results and discrete symbols stand for results from Monte Carlo simulations.](ijms-21-00584-g007){#ijms-21-00584-f007}

![Work of adhesion as a function of cell speed. The inset is a partial enlarged drawing for the cell speed ranging from 0 μm/s to 100 μm/s. When $\left. v_{c}\rightarrow 0 \right.$, the work of adhesion in quasi-static condition can be calculated as $w^{QS} = 0.54~{\mathsf{\mu}J}/m^{2}$.](ijms-21-00584-g008){#ijms-21-00584-f008}

![Steady speed of cell, $v_{c}^{ST}$, as a function of shear rate of flow, *γ*. The superscripts c and s in the legend mark the catch-bond- and slip-bond-mediated cell adhesion, respectively. The blue solid and green dash--dot lines denote the firm adhesion state where the cell exhibits a slow motion. The purple dash and green dot lines represent the rolling adhesion state where the cell rolls along the substrate at a relatively high speed. The black dash--dot line means the non-adhesion rolling state, where the cell freely rolls without adhesion interaction between cell and substrate. The red circles are experimental results of neutrophils rolling on P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1)-coated substrate under shear flow by Yago et al. \[[@B46-ijms-21-00584]\], in which the P-selectin--PSGL-1 complex shows a typical catch behavior under tensile force. The inset is a partially enlarged drawing for the shear rate ranging from 45 s^−1^ to 105 s^−1^ and shows bistable processes of cell adhesion in a shear flow.](ijms-21-00584-g009){#ijms-21-00584-f009}
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###### 

Model parameters.

  Quantity                                         Symbol         Value         Reference
  ------------------------------------------------ -------------- ------------- -----------------------------------------------
  Cell radius                                      *R*            4.25 μm       \[[@B58-ijms-21-00584],[@B59-ijms-21-00584]\]
  Cell density                                     $\rho$         1.1 g/cm^3^   \[[@B60-ijms-21-00584]\]
  Flow viscosity                                   $\eta$         0.001 Pa·s    \[[@B58-ijms-21-00584]\]
  Density of total bonds                           $\xi_{all}$    140 μm^−2^    \[[@B7-ijms-21-00584],[@B58-ijms-21-00584]\]
  Rest length of bond                              $l_{b}$        11 nm         \[[@B19-ijms-21-00584]\]
  Reacting radius                                  $l_{bind}$     1 nm          \[[@B61-ijms-21-00584]\]
  Bond stiffness                                   $k_{LR}$       0.5 pN/nm     \[[@B62-ijms-21-00584]\]
  Spontaneous association rate                     $k_{on}^{0}$   25 s^−1^      \[[@B45-ijms-21-00584],[@B63-ijms-21-00584]\]
  Spontaneous dissociation rate of slip barrier    $k^{s}$        1 s^−1^       \[[@B61-ijms-21-00584]\]
  Spontaneous dissociation rate of catch barrier   $k^{c}$        15 s^−1^      \[[@B64-ijms-21-00584]\]
